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ABSTRACT
Public transit plays an essential role in mitigating traffic congestion, reducing emissions, and en-
hancing travel accessibility and equity. One of the critical challenges in designing public tran-
sit systems is distributing finite service supplies temporally and spatially to accommodate time-
varying and space-heterogeneous travel demands. Particularly, for regions with low or scattered
ridership, there is a dilemma in designing traditional transit lines and corresponding service fre-
quencies. Dense transit lines and high service frequency increase operation costs, while sparse
transit lines and low service frequency result in poor accessibility and long passenger waiting
time. In the coming era of Mobility-as-a-Service, the aforementioned challenge is expected to be
addressed by on-demand services. In this study, we design an On-Demand Multimodel Transit
System (ODMTS) for regions with low or scattered travel demands, in which some low-ridership
bus lines are replaced with flexible on-demand ride-sharing shuttles. In the proposed ODMTS,
riders within service regions can request shuttles to finish their trips or to connect to fixed-route
services such as bus, metro, and light rail. Leveraging the integrated transportation system model-
ing platform, POLARIS, a simulation-based case study is conducted to assess the effectiveness of
this system in Austin, Texas.

Keywords: On-Demand Multimodel Transit System, Mobility-as-a-Service, Ride-Sharing, Trans-
portation System Simulation
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INTRODUCTION
Public transit plays an indispensable role in alleviating traffic congestion, minimizing emissions,
and augmenting travel accessibility and equity. Traditional public transit systems predominantly
consist of fixed-route services, such as buses, and light and heavy rail, which operate on regu-
lar schedules. Over the years, researchers have extensively explored the design and operation of
public transit systems, delving into areas like service line planning (1–5), timetabling (6–9), crew
scheduling (10–13), and demand estimation and prediction (14, 15). One of the critical challenges
in the design of public transit systems is the distribution of finite service resources across time and
space to meet the fluctuating and diverse travel demands. This challenge is particularly pronounced
for fixed-route services, where routes remain largely unchanged after the initial planning stage.

Beyond offering a cost-efficient and eco-friendly solution for high-volume transit in busy
areas, public transit systems also boost mobility and accessibility in remote areas with lower rider-
ship. To strike a balance between operational costs and travel convenience, planners often design
sparse transit lines with lower service frequency in these areas. This approach, however, may re-
quire riders to walk long distances to the nearest transit stop and endure long wait times due to
the infrequent service. Such inconveniences often deter riders from using public transit, leading to
decreased ridership and perpetuating a vicious cycle (16).

In recent years, the advent of the Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) has created increasing in-
terest in on-Demand Multimodal Transit Systems (ODMTS) from both academic and industry
circles. This is primarily due to ODMTS’s potential to sculpt a more efficient, accessible, and eq-
uitable transportation system. Within the ODMTS framework, dynamic on-demand ride systems
seamlessly integrate with conventional fixed-route public transit services. Here, traditional fixed-
route systems cater to large corridor volumes, while on-demand ride systems bridge the first-mile
and last-mile travel gap, thereby maximizing the benefits of both paradigms (17). Both academic
research and real-world pilot projects have showcased the efficacy of ODMTS in enhancing travel
experiences (18–21).

In this study, we explore the revitalization of public transit systems in regions with low
ridership within the ODMTS framework, aiming to boost passenger travel experiences and overall
system efficiency. Our primary strategy involves the introduction of dedicated on-demand ride
services in these regions to connect passengers with cross-regional fixed-route transit systems,
while simultaneously phasing out local low-ridership transit lines. We present an overview of the
system framework and key methodologies and using the integrated transportation system modeling
platform POLARIS (22), we design a simulation-based case study to examine the effectiveness of
the proposed system in Austin, Texas. This research aspires to aid public transit design in the
forthcoming era of ODMTS, particularly in regions with low traditional transit ridership.

SYSTEM DESIGN
On-Demand MultiModal Transit Systems
Broadly speaking, public transportation can be categorized into two main mode types: conven-
tional fixed-route transit (e.g. bus and light rail), and on-demand ride services. Each mode type
has its own advantages and disadvantages. In general, the former is more cost-effective but with
lower accessibility, while the latter offers more flexibility and convenience, though it tends to be
more expensive and less environmentally efficient due to the individualized service. In practice,
these two mode types are typically operated independently by distinct agencies, often lacking ef-
fective coordination between them.
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On-Demand Multimodal Transit Systems (ODMTS) provide a comprehensive solution for
systematically integrating existing public transportation modes, with the capability of fully taking
advantage of each individual mode. The key idea behind OMDTS is that fixed-route transit are
used to serve large volumes along commute corridors while flexible on-demand ride systems are
used to connect regions that are not covered by the fixed-route service to increase travel mobility
and accessibility. When passengers request long-distance trips within ODMTS, routes involving
potential transfers between various transit modes are automatically planned. These plans consider
factors such as cost, convenience, and the overall impact on the transportation system. For a
specific passenger, on-demand shuttles assist in covering the first and last mile of the journey,
thereby connecting the passenger to fixed-route transit. Once connected, passengers complete the
majority of their trips in a cost-efficient manner using fixed routes. In ODMTS, as fixed routes
serve aggregated large volumes, high service rates are expected to reduce passenger waiting and
transferring times while ride-sharing dispatching strategies can be designed to fully utilize the
capacity of shuttles and improve the efficiency of on-demand ride systems. Figure 1 presents an
example of ODMTS with a passenger path in solid lines.

FIGURE 1 Example ODMTS with a passenger path (solid lines)

Public Transit System Design in Low-Ridership Regions
In this paper, we aim to explore the potential for addressing the challenges intrinsic to traditional
public transit system planning and operation in low-ridership regions, under the framework of
ODMTS. These challenges originate from the trade-off between accessibility and efficiency in
public transit systems. In regions with low ridership, increasing the density of traditional fixed-
route transit lines and service frequency can enhance accessibility, but may result in significantly
decreased cost-effectiveness and resource utilization, and vice versa. In practice, constrained by
budget, there is typically a limited number of fixed-route transit lines with low service frequencies
in low-ridership regions, which results in poor accessibility, long waiting times, and a low level of
service.

The key idea of our proposed design for public transit systems in low-ridership regions is
substituting traditional fixed-route transit lines with dynamic, on-demand ride services. This is
motivated by the observed spatial and temporal sparsity of trip requests in these regions, as well
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as the inherent flexibility of on-demand ride services in accommodating such requests. In the pro-
posed system, a dedicated shuttle fleet is assigned to each low-ridership area, exclusively serving
trip requests associated with that specific region. As depicted in Figure 2, within a given region,
this dedicated shuttle fleet caters to three types of trips: type (a) - trips that start and end within
the region; type (b) - trips that originate in the region and terminate at fixed-route transit stations
outside the region; and type (c) - trips that begin at fixed-route transit stations outside the region
and conclude within the region. In on-demand ride services, origins and destinations of type a trips
are very straightforward, which can be the same with the pick-up and drop-off locations proposed
by passengers. Types b and c trips are typically observed when passengers submit requests for
long, cross-region journeys in ODMTS, wherein the on-demand ride service acts as a bridge con-
necting passengers to fixed-route transit systems. Accordingly, fixed-route transit stations outside
the region are determined by the routing engine within the ODMTS. Importantly, these stations are
not necessarily the closest to the original pick-up or drop-off locations specified by passengers, but
rather those which facilitate the most efficient travel experience over the entirety of the trip. Given
trip requests with specified pick-up and drop-off locations, the following section will illustrate how
to efficiently dispatch shuttle fleets to optimize service for these requests.

FIGURE 2 Three types of trips fulfilled by on-demand services in low-ridership regions

ON-DEMAND SHUTTLE FLEET DISPATCHING
The core of on-demand shuttle fleet dispatching lies in aptly matching trip requests with shuttle
fleets and identifying optimal pick-up and drop-off sequences, with an aim to minimize overall
costs. These costs may encompass shuttle fleet operational expenses, passenger travel costs, or a
combination of both. In this study, our goal is to minimize passenger waiting time while maximiz-
ing the number of trips serviced.

Figure 3 presents the on-demand shuttle fleet dispatching model adopted in this study. In
practical applications, this model is solved at regular intervals (e.g., every 30 seconds) to produce
optimal matching of shuttles with passengers. The objective function, denoted by equation (1a), is
comprised of two parts: the cost of missing a trip request and the cost associated with passenger
waiting time. In the first part, the index r ∈ R corresponds to individual trip requests, with R
representing the set of all trip requests within the current dispatching period. Importantly, R may
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encompass trips from previous intervals that were not successfully matched and remain in the
queue for service. The parameter mr refers to the cost incurred from missing trip request r, while
zr is a binary variable indicating whether request r was missed in the current interval. In the second
part, the index i ∈ Ω corresponds to shuttle-trip request assignment plans, with Ω indicating the
set of all such plans. Each assignment plan consists of one shuttle and its assigned trip requests.
The parameter ci quantifies the passenger waiting cost for assignment plan i, and yi is a binary
variable signifying the selection of assignment plan i. Constraint (1b) dictates that a request r can
either be unfulfilled or assigned to a particular plan (i.e., a specific shuttle), where ai

r is a mapping
coefficient indicating whether assignment plan i services request r (1) or not (0). Constraint (1c)
ensures that a single shuttle can choose at most one assignment plan, where v is the index of
shuttles, V is the set of shuttles, Ωv denotes the set of assignment plans that use shuttle v. Finally,
Constraints (1d) and (1e) define the domains of the variables.

min ∑
r∈R

mrzr + ∑
i∈Ω

ciyi (1a)

s.t. ∑
i∈Ω

yiai
r + zr = 1 ∀r ∈ R, (1b)

∑
i∈Ωv

yi = 1 ∀v ∈V, (1c)

zr ∈ {0,1} ∀r ∈ R, (1d)
yi ∈ {0,1} ∀i ∈Ω (1e)

FIGURE 3 Shuttle fleet dispatching model

Model 1 employs a column-based formulation. A key challenge in the development and
resolution of Model 1 lies in the preparation of the assignment plan set Ω, given that the size of
Ω escalates exponentially in correlation with the number of trip requests. Typically, scholars in
the field have employed column generation as an iterative strategy for adding promising elements
to set Ω, avoiding the need for complete enumeration. For a more detailed exploration of column
generation applied to similar problem-solving, readers are referred to Riley et al. (23). In this
study, our focus is on shuttle fleet dispatching in independent regions with low ridership, and
Model 1 is solved at frequent, regular intervals. As a result, the number of trip requests within each
dispatching interval should be constrained, and the assignment plans in set Ω can be enumerated
with relative ease. Eq.(2) defines set Ω, where K is a positive integer that controls the size of set
Ω by capping the maximum number of ride-sharing trip requests in a single dispatching period.
Importantly, in Eq.(2), |G| is permitted to be 0, accommodating the scenario in which vehicles are
not assigned new trip requests within the current dispatching period.

Ω = {(v,G) | v ∈V,G⊆ R,0≤ |G| ≤ K} (2)
Upon establishing the assignment plan set Ω, the subsequent step entails specifying the cost

of each assignment plan i ∈ Ω. In this study, we adopt passenger waiting time as the cost metric
for assignment plans. Algorithm 1 elucidates the calculation of cost for a specific assignment plan
within a branch-and-bound framework.

For a given assignment plan (v,G), Algorithm 1 computes the passenger waiting time that
results from assigning trip requests G to shuttle v. A travel search node in this context is defined
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Algorithm 1: ASSIGNMENTPLANCOST

1 cost← EVALUATEASSIGNMENTPLAN(v, G) - EVALUATEASSIGNMENTPLAN(v, {})
Function EVALUATEASSIGNMENTPLAN(v, G):

2 node← CREATEROOTTRAVELSEARCHNODE(v, G)
3 q←{node}
4 bestnode← null, bestcost← in f
5 while q ̸= /0 do
6 node← select one node from q, remove it from q
7 S← GETPOSSIBLENEXTSTOPS(node)
8 if S ̸= /0 then
9 forall s ∈ S

10 childnode← EXTENDTRAVELSEARCHNODE(node, s)
11 if childnode.w < bestcost then
12 q← q∪{childnode}

13 else
14 if node.w < bestcost then
15 bestnode← node, bestcost← node.w

16 return bestcost

Function CREATEROOTTRAVELSEARCHNODE(v, G):
17 node←{s(v), t(v),Rp(v)∪G,Rd(v),0}
18 return node

Function GETPOSSIBLENEXTSTOPS(node):
19 S←{P(r) | r ∈ node.Rp}∪{D(r) | r ∈ node.Rd}
20 return S

Function EXTENDTRAVELSEARCHNODE(node, s):
21 t← node.t +TravelTime(node.s,s)
22 forall r ∈ node.Rp
23 if P(r) == s then
24 Rp← node.Rp \{r}, Rd ← node.Rd ∪{r},

w← node.w+(t−RequestTime(r))

25 forall r ∈ node.Rd
26 if D(r) == s then
27 Rp← node.Rp, Rd ← node.Rd \{r}, w← node.w

28 childnode←{s, t,Rp,Rd,w}
29 return childnode

as node = {s, t,Rp,Rd,w}, where s and t signify that the shuttle arrives at pick-up/drop-off stop s
at time t. Here, Rp and Rd correspond to trip requests awaiting pick-up and drop-off respectively,
while w represents the accumulated passenger waiting time. The generation of set S prior to the
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extension of a travel search node (as conducted in line 7) is critical due to the potential for differ-
ent trip requests to share the same pick-up/drop-off stops. In line 17, s(v) and t(v) denote the stop
towards which shuttle v is directed and its arrival time respectively, while Rp(v) and Rd(v) sig-
nify the trip requests scheduled for pick-up and drop-off by shuttle v before the assignment of trip
requests G. In essence, Algorithm 1 identifies the optimal pick-up and drop-off sequence to mini-
mize passenger waiting time if trip requests G are assigned to shuttle v, taking into consideration
the trip requests already allocated to the shuttle. It is important to note that Algorithm 1 promotes
ride-sharing to fully capitalize on the capacity of shuttles, thereby enhancing service efficiency.

POLARIS: AN INTEGRATED TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM MODELING PLATFORM
The on-demand dispatching algorithm was incorporated into a simulator to quantify the benefits
of using such fleets in a large-scale setting. In this work, POLARIS (22) is chosen to test the dis-
patching algorithm thanks to its computational speed and low runtime. POLARIS is a large-scale
agent-based activity-based simulation tool that models every aspect of the transportation system
as agents. This allows modelers to incorporate behavioral models for travelers that make choices
when traversing the network, and add algorithms and technology to vehicles, fleet operators, and
other aspects of the supply to capture its impact appropriately.

POLARIS can be generalized at a high level to comprise of the demand and supply aspects.
For a given simulation run, a population is synthesized based on the underlying demographic distri-
bution in a region (provided by Census, ACS, and PUMS), and econometric models are evaluated
to generated activities, set their duration, mode, destination, and a conflict resolving algorithm is
used to generate the demand for simulation (24). A Newells traffic flow model (25) and an in-
termodal A* router (26) provide the necessary algorithms to assign the demand on the network.
Additional modules to model transit, transportation network company (27), and freight (28) are
included to gather a comprehensive understanding of travel in the system. High-performance C++
code is used in POLARIS which allows for a large region with its entire population to be simulated
in under 2 hr per run. The shared mobility module in POLARIS (27) was updated to include the
dispatching algorithm outlined in the previous section as a new strategy. This in turn provides the
ability to benchmark and compare against existing dispatching algorithms used in POLARIS. In
order to isolate the randomness that arises from synthesizing a population and generating its de-
mand, all demand can be fixed after an initial POLARIS run for a region. Fixed demand generates
the necessary background congestion to identify the change in impact from solely the dispatching
algorithm that is used here. Figure 4 presents the interactions between the proposed on-demand
shuttle dispatching model with other modules in POLARIS.

CASE STUDY
This section assesses the efficacy of our proposed ODMTS design through a case study focused on
the Walnut Creek Region located within the Austin Metropolitan Area, Texas, United States. This
region is visually depicted in Figure 5. We conduct numerical experiments based on the POLARIS
simulation platform, as previously introduced in Section 4, and incorporate our proposed dynamic
shuttle dispatch algorithm.

To ensure the model accurately reflects inter-regional trips, we have integrated the entire
Austin Metropolitan Area into the POLARIS system. A summary of our instance statistics is
provided in Table 1, including imported fixed-route transit line scheduling data from the General
Transit Feed Specification (GTFS).
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FIGURE 4 Embedded on-demand shuttle dispatching in POLARIS framework, adapted
from (22)

FIGURE 5 Research area of interest

Upon providing scenario inputs, POLARIS starts each simulation run with a population
synthesis. This synthesized population forms the basis for the subsequent activity-based model,
which generates simulated trip activities. The model subsequently utilizes trip planning and mode
choice models to select suitable travel modes for fulfilling these activities. Thereafter, a traffic
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TABLE 1 Instance Statistics

Austin Metropolitan Area Walnut Creek Region
Transportation network 13,177 nodes, 15,833 links 255 nodes, 331 links
Traffic zone 2,161 zones, 5,377.4 square miles 30 zones, 13.7 square miles
Population 829,962 households 31,062 households
Fixed-route transit 75 lines 3 intra-regional lines

simulation is performed over time. Our dynamic on-demand shuttle dispatch algorithm, which is
embedded within POLARIS, is triggered every 30 seconds to allocate trip requests specific to the
Walnut Creek Region to the designated shuttle fleets. The CPLEX solver is employed to solve the
model 1.

In the context of this study, three low-ridership intra-regional bus lines (Route 243, Route
392, and Route 466) in the Walnut Creek region were removed. At the same time, we introduced
a fleet of on-demand shuttles to accommodate intra-regional travel and link with the public transit
systems outside of the region. Figure 6 illustrates the comparative analysis of passenger trip travel
time between the base case and the ODMTS, where the ODMTS deploys five on-demand shuttles.
The average passenger trip time significantly decreased from 2430.7 seconds (base case) to 998.4
seconds (ODMTS).

Under the base case scenario, transit-dependent passengers would need to walk to stations
and wait for service. Conversely, in the ODMTS scenario, passengers can avail of shuttles for intra-
regional trips directly to their destinations. For longer journeys, passengers can request on-demand
shuttles to connect with fixed-route transit stations. It is noteworthy that the ODMTS utilizes fixed-
route public transit systems to cater to concentrated corridor volumes. As a result, these systems
can maintain high frequencies, thereby minimizing passenger waiting times at stations. Figure 6
reveals that passengers experience longer trip times during peak hours in the ODMTS, while they
endure extended trip times during off-peak hours in the base case. The observed differences are
attributed to the higher demand for on-demand services during peak hours in the ODMTS, resulting
in longer waiting times. Conversely, in the base case, the reduction in travel demand during off-
peak hours typically results in lower frequency fixed-route transit service to conserve operational
costs, thus increasing passenger wait times at stations.

Among the removed bus lines, Route 243 and Route 392 both operated in a two-way man-
ner with one-way journey times of 30 and 45 minutes respectively and had service frequencies of
every 35 minutes. Route 466 operated in a circular fashion, with a journey time and service fre-
quency of 35 minutes and every 30 minutes, respectively. Hence, in the previous arrangement, it
required at least ⌈30/35⌉×2+⌈45/35⌉×2+⌈35/30⌉= 8 buses to serve the three lines. However,
the on-demand ride system necessitates only five shuttles. If we consider utilizing standard-sized
buses as shuttles in ODMTS, operational costs would see a reduction of (8− 5)/8× 100 = 37.5
percent. It’s worth noting that, in a real-world context, fixed-route buses are typically larger than
what would be required for shuttles, suggesting that the estimated 37.5 percent is a conservative
approximation of potential operational cost savings. This finding underscores the substantial ad-
vantages of implementing an on-demand service under the ODMTS, particularly in regions with
low ridership.
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FIGURE 6 Passenger trip travel time comparison between base case and ODMTS

Figure 7 elucidates how passenger trip travel times alter with varying numbers of shuttles.
As the quantity of shuttles increases, passenger trip times decrease. During peak hours, scenarios
with 5 and 10 shuttles witness longer passenger trip times due to a shortage of shuttles. Con-
versely, scenarios with 20 and 30 shuttles display more stable trip times. These findings provide
valuable insights for transportation planners aiming to strike a balance between operational costs
and passenger trip experience.

FIGURE 7 Passenger trip travel time with different number of shuttles

CONCLUSIONS
This study focuses on the design and operation of public transit systems within low-ridership re-
gions, particularly exploring the promise of On-Demand Multimodal Transit Systems (ODMTS)
in enhancing accessibility and convenience for public transit users. The ODMTS framework pro-
posed advocates for a strategic transformation: substitute local fixed-route transit lines within
low-ridership areas with a dynamic fleet of on-demand shuttles. The integrated system operates
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utilizing fixed-route transit services to cater to concentrated corridor volumes, while deploying on-
demand ride services to bridge the first-mile and last-mile gaps in travel. This enables each mode
of transit to play to its strengths. The study presents an in-depth discussion on the overall system
design and the dynamic methodologies employed in shuttle dispatching. To evaluate the efficacy
of the proposed model, we conducted numerical experiments within the Austin Metropolitan Area,
Texas, United States, utilizing the POLARIS simulation platform with the proposed shuttle dis-
patching algorithm embedded. The results showed that, compared to the current system, the pro-
posed ODMTS can significantly enhance the public transit travel experience, while reducing op-
erating costs. The insights derived from this study support designing and operating more flexible,
accessible, and convenient public transit systems in the upcoming era of Mobility-as-a-Service.
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